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SYMMETRIC DETERMINANTAL SINGULARITIES I: THE
MULTIPLICITY OF THE POLAR CURVE
TERENCE GAFFNEY AND MICHELLE MOLINO
Abstract. This paper is the first part of a two part paper which intro-
duces the study of the Whitney Equisingularity of families of Symmetric
determinantal singularities. This study reveals how to use the multiplic-
ity of polar curves associated to a generic deformation of a singularity
to control the Whitney equisingularity type of these curves.
Introduction
In this paper and part II [2], we study the Whitney equisingularity of
families of symmetric determinantal varieties. It is part of a long term ef-
fort by several researchers to connect invariants of algebraic objects (rings,
ideals and modules) associated with singularities of complex spaces to equi-
singularity conditions. The project took off with work of Bernard Teissier
in the 70s. Teissier, in [30], in the case of families of hypersurfaces, with
isolated singularities, found integral closure descriptions of equisingularity
conditions, Whitney A and B, and controlled these conditions using alge-
braic invariants, such as multiplicities of ideals. Gaffney, in a series of papers,
[31], [29], [26], extended the results of Teissier to families of complete inter-
section, isolated singularities, hypersurfaces with non-isolated singularities,
and then constructed a framework for dealing with isolated singularities in
general in [32]. The approach of [32] is based on pairs of modules M,N ,
M ⊂ N . The choice of M is canonical: it is the module generated by the
partial derivatives of the defining equations of X, known as the Jacobian
module. The best choice of N was less well understood, as some obvious
choices lead to technical difficulties in calculating invariants associated to
N . Recent work by Gaffney and Rangachev ([3]) supports the following
approach adapted to the symmetric case:
In this first part of the paper, we start defining the symmetric determi-
nantal varieties and some of our objects of study, such as, the tangent space
and the Jacobian and Normal modules. We extend some of the results from
[3] to the symmetric case. At the end we give a similiar interpretation, from
the rectangular case, of the fiber of the conormal space of the symmetric
determinantal variety Sr.
T. Gaffney was partially supported by PVE-CNPq Proc. 401565/2014-9.
This paper contains work from this author’s PhD dissertation at Universidade Federal
Fluminense and was partially supported by Coordenac¸a˜o de Aperfeic¸oamento de Pessoal de
Nı´vel Superior - (Financiamento 001) and National Council for Scientific and Technological
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2 T. GAFFNEY AND M. MOLINO
In Section two we calculate the multiplicity of the polar curve of N(X )
where X is a 1-parameter stabilization of the symmetric determinantal vari-
ety X. First we analyze the multiplicity for the case where X = F−1(Sn−1),
which is similar to the rectangular case proved by Gaffney and Rangachev
in [3]. After that we move to case where X = F−1(Sn−2) and prove a for-
mula to calculate the multiplicity based on an intersection number. For this
last case, we give a explicit way to calculate the multiplicity by showing
an equivalence between ProjanR(N) and a modification of X based on the
presentation matrix of the singularity. This equivalence then gives a de-
composition of the multiplicity of the polar of N as a sum of intersection
numbers of generic plane sections with the exceptional fiber of the modifi-
cation. This means we can compute the intersection number of the image
of the section with the polar variety of Sr of complementary dimension, as
a sum of intersection numbers of modules naturally associated with the sin-
gularity; these intersection numbers in turn are the colengths of a collection
of ideals.
In section three we compute these intersection numbers, called mixed
polars, as the alternating sum of intersections of modules which depend
only on the presentation matrix, and give an example of a computation for
a family of space surfaces.
1. Symmetric Determinantal Varieties and Their Properties
In this section we prove results for symmetric determinantal varieties
analogous to the general case where the total space is hom(Cn,Cn) and
Σr is the set of elements of hom(Cn,Cn) of rank less than or equal to r.
We define the normal and Jacobian module of a symmetric determinantal
variety and show how to calculate the multiplicity of this pair. At the end,
we prove a similar result from [3] about the fiber of the conormal space of
such varieties.
Let Σr be the set of all n×n matrices of rank less than equal to r. Then,
the set of all n× n symmetric matrices of rank less than equal to r is given
by
Sr = {A ∈ homs(Cn,Cn) | rankA ≤ r} = Σr ∩ homs(Cn,Cn).
Now consider an element of Sr as a map in homs(Cn,Cn). Given a map
F : Cq −→ homs(Cn,Cn)
x 7−→ (fij(x))
a determinantal variety X ∈ Cq is the pre-image of Sr ∈ homs(Cn,Cn), with
the expected codimension, that is, X = F−1(Sr) and codimX = codimSr.
if we consider F as the identity map on homs(Cn,Cn), then Sr is trivially
a determinantal variety. The following properties are fundamental in this
work. The proof for each one of them is similar to the ones presented in [18]
for the general case.
Proposition 1.1. Let Sr be a symmetric determinantal variety inside of
homs(Cn,Cn). Then,
(1) Sr is irreducible;
(2) The codimension of Sr in the ambient space is
(n−r)(n−r+1)
2 ;
(3) The singular set of Sr is exactly Sr−1;
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(4) The stratification of Sr, given by {Si\Si−1}, is locally analytically
trivial and hence it is a Whitney stratification of Sr.
Proof. Let G(n − r, n) be a grassmannian given by all the linear subspaces
of dimension n− r in Cn, and pi1 and pi2 be the projections
homs(Cn,Cn)×G(n− r, n)
pi1
tt
pi2
**
homs(Cn,Cn) G(n− r, n)
(1) Consider the set
S˜r = {(A,W ) ∈ homs(Cn,Cn)×G(n− r, n) | A|W = 0}.
Projection onto G(n−r, n) exhibits S˜r as an algebraic vector bundle
over the grassmannian G(n − r, n). This implies that S˜r is smooth
and connected, which means S˜r is irreducible. Clearly pi2 maps
S˜r properly onto Sr, showing that Sr is an irreducible variety of
homs(Cn,Cn).
(2) The sets S˜r and Sr are birationally equivalent, which means
dimSr = dim S˜r.
The dimension of the fiber dim(pi−11 (W ) ∩ S˜r) is the same for all
W ∈ G(n − r, n). In that case, let us consider the linear space W
given by
W = {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Cn | x1 = x2 = . . . xr = 0}.
The set of symmetric matrices A such that A|W = 0 is given by
matrices of the following type
a11 . . . a1r
...
. . .
...
a1r . . . arr
0
0 0
 .
This set is isomorphic to homs(Cr,Cr) whose dimension is r(r+1)2 .
Thus, S˜r is a vector bundle of rank
r(r+1)
2 . In that case,
dim S˜r = dimG(n− r, n) + dim(pi−11 (W ) ∩ S˜r) =
2rn− r2 + r
2
.
Therefore, the codimension of Sr is
codimSr =
n(n+ 1)
2
− dim S˜r = (n− r)(n− r + 1)
2
.
(3) First, let A be a point in Sr\Sr−1, that is, A is a matrix of rank
exactly r. This means that there is only one point W ∈ G(n− r, n)
such that A|W = 0. Therefore, Sr−1 contain the singular set of Sr.
Now, we need to prove the equality of these sets. On the other hand,
if A ∈ Sr−1 then the rank of A is less than r and, therefore, there are
more than one W satisfying A|W = 0, meaning that A is a singular
point of Sr.
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(4) Similiar to the proof for the general case seen in [19], this can
be deduced by induction from the observation that any point p ∈
{Si\Si−1} has a product of analytic spaces
(Sr, p) ' (S′r−i, 0)×
(
C
i(2n−i+1)
2 , 0
)
where S′r−i is the symmetric determinantal variety inside of the am-
bient space homs(Cn−i,Cn−i) and i(2n−i+1)2 is the dimension of Si.

One of the ways of studying the equisingularity of families is by using
the multiplicity of pairs of modules and their polar curves. For this, we
will use two specific modules associated with the symmetric determinantal
variety X: the Symmetric Normal module, N(X), and the Jacobian module,
JM(X). First, we will define the modules JM(X) and N(X), and then we
will show some results that will be useful later.
We first consider the variety Sr in homs(Cn,Cn). The Jacobian module
of Sr is a submodule of Ø
p
Sr,0
, where p is the number of equations defining
Sr, generated by the partial derivatives of these set of equations. Whereas
the Symmetric Normal module of Sr is the module given by the first order
symmetric infinitesimal deformations of Sr.
As in the general case ([3]), the symmetric determinantal varieties Sr are
stable, that is, varieties whose Jacobian module is equal to the module of
allowable first order linear infinitesimal deformations, which in this case is
the Symmetric Normal module .
Now, let X = F−1(Sr) be a symmetric determinantal variety, where F is
a map from Cq to homs(Cn,Cn), and consider the pullback
F ∗ : ØpSr,0 −→ Ø
p
X,0.
Let δi,j denote the symmetric matrix with 1 in the (i, j), (j, i) place, and
0 elsewhere. The Jacobian module of X is the module given by the partial
derivatives of the equations defining X. Now, the Normal module of X
is defined by taking the minors of A + tδi,j composing with F , taking the
derivative with respect to t and then evaluating at t = 0, which means
N(X) = F ∗(N(Sr)). Since Sr is stable,
N(X) = F ∗(N(Sr)) = F ∗(JM(Sr)).
In the next section we want to calculate the multiplicity of the polar of
N(X ) in some specific cases, so we want to describe ProjanR(N(X)). The
description we give will apply equally to ProjanR(N(X )).
Let [Ti,j ] be the n by n matrix of indeterminates, where Ti,j = Tj,i. We
can think of [Ti,j ] as the identity map on homs(Cn,Cn). The generators of
N(X) are in one to one correspondence with the entries of this matrix by
the procedure described above. We also have
Projan(R(N(X))) ' Projan(ØX [Ti,j ]/I)
where I is the ideal of relations between the Ti,j under the map which sends
them to the i, j generator of R(N(X)). We can also see I as the kernel of
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the map
ϕ : ØX [Ti,j ] −→ R(N(X)).
This will help us to prove the next proposition.
Proposition 1.2. I contains the entries of the matrix [Ti,j ][F ].
Proof. We work first with the variety Sr inside of homs(Cn,Cn) and M
the identity map with coordinates mij , then extend to the case of general
F . In fact for this first case it is convenient to work first with Σr inside
hom(Cn,Cn), Thus, we have a map
ϕ : ØΣr [Ti,j ] −→ R(JM(Σr))
Ti,j 7−→
(
∂∆1
∂mij
, . . . ,
∂∆q
∂mi,j
)
where ∆ = (∆1, . . . ,∆q) is the vector of minors of hom(Cn,Cn) of size r+1.
We first prove that the entries [Ti,j ]
t[M ] and [M ][Ti,j ]
t are in the kernel of
ϕ. A typical entry of [Ti,j ]
t[M ] is equal to
n∑
t=1
Ttimts
and, therefore,
ϕ
(∑
t
Ttimts
)
=
n∑
t=1
mtsϕ(Tti) =
∑
t,q
mts
∂∆q
∂mti
.
Now, let us fix q. Observe if ∆q is the minor of a submatrix which does not
contain mti then
∂∆q
∂mti
= 0.
So we may assume ∆q contains mti. Now,
∂∆q
∂mti
= 0 is just the cofactor of
mti so ∑
t,q
mts
∂∆q
∂mti
is just the expansion of ∆q but with mts replacing mti. So this is either zero
if s 6= i and mts is already a part of ∆q, or ∆q if s = i, or another minor
if s 6= i and mts is not part of ∆q. In any event, all terms with fixed q are
zero. The computation for [M ][Ti,j ]
t is similar.
Now we pass to the symmetric case. We view Sr as a subset of hom(Cn,Cn).
Its equations are {∆q} as before and {(mji −mji)}. So we have the map
ϕ : ØSr [Ti,j ] −→ R(JM(Sr))
Ti,j 7−→
(
∂∆
∂mij
, ∂(mst−mts)∂mi,j
)
For this case, we claim that the entries of ([T ]t + [T ])[M ] are in the kernel
of ϕ. Indeed, the condition for a element to be in the kernel of ϕ falls into
2 parts: the first is v · ∆ = 0 and the second is that v · (mij − mji) = 0.
The computations for general matrices done above, apply to satisfying the
first part of the condition. Note that if the entries of [M ][Ti,j ]
t satisfy the
first part, then so do the entries of
(
[M ][Ti,j ]
t
)t
= [Ti,j ][M ] since [M ] is
symmetric. So the entries of ([T ]t + [T ])[M ] satisfy the first part.
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We claim the sum satisfies the second part. The element of ([T ]t[M ] +
[T ][M ] in position ij is ∑
t
Ttimti +
∑
t
Titmti.
Under ϕ this produces the vector field∑
mti
∂
∂mti
+
∑
mti
∂
∂mit
.
Applying this to (mti −mit) gives us
mti
∂mti
∂mti
−mti∂mit
∂mit
= 0.
If we restrict the matrix to the symmetric case, that is, [Ti,j ]
t = [Ti,j ] then
the entries of the matrix [Ti,j ][M ] are zero as are the entries of [M ][Ti,j ].
Passing to the general case, F induces maps, F ∗ ØΣr [Ti,j ] → ØX [Ti,j ]
and Fˆ ∗R(JM(Σr))→ R(F ∗(JM(Σr))). The commutativity of the induced
diagram then implies that the entries of the matrix [Ti,j ][F ] are in the kernel
of the map from ØX [Ti,j ] to R(F ∗(JM(Σr))), which implies the result. 
Remark 1.3. The proposition above allows us to conclude that [Ti,j ]F = 0
are some of the equations of Projan(R(N(X))).
In the next results we describe the fiber of the conormal modification of
Sr. The polar varieties of Sr are intimately connected with our invariant.
Since the polar varieties are obtained by intersecting the conormal C(Sr)
of Sr with enough generic hyperplanes, then projecting to Sr, whether the
polar varieties are empty or not depends on the dimension of the fibers
C(Sr).
Let C = {(A,B), A ∈ Sr, B ∈ PSn−r, AB = 0}. Note that C is the set of
points in Sr×PSn−r which satisfy the equations of the previous proposition.
Our next goal is to show that C = C(Sr).
Lemma 1.4. C|Sr−Sr−1 = C(Sr)|Sr−Sr−1
Proof. If (A,B) ∈ C(Sr)|Sr−Sr−1 , then AB = 0 by the previous proposition
hence in C|Sr−Sr−1 . So suppose (A,B) ∈ C|Sr−Sr−1 . Since Aand B are
symmetric AB = 0 implies ABt = BtA = 0.This implies by [3], that B
defines a tangent hyperplane to Σr −Σr−1 ⊂ hom(Cn,Cn) at A. Since B is
symmetric and Sr − Sr−1 ⊂ Σr − Σr−1 is a smooth embedding, B defines a
tangent hyperplane to Sr − Sr−1 at A in homs(Cn,Cn).

Corollary 1.5. C|Sr−Sr−1 = C(Sr), and C(Sr) is an component of C
Proof. Since C|Sr−Sr−1 = C(Sr)|Sr−Sr−1 , C|Sr−Sr−1 = C(Sr)|Sr−Sr−1 . But
C(Sr)|Sr−Sr−1 = C(Sr). Since Sr is irreducible, so is C(Sr), so it is a com-
ponent of C. 
Remark 1.6. There is a GL(n,C) action on C which preserves the rank of
A and B, given by S · (A,B) = (StAS, S−1B(S−1)t).
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For the next proof, it is convenient to decompose the Cn as Cs ⊕Cr−s ⊕
Cn−r, with s < r < n and to write Cs ⊕ Cr−s as Cr, Cr−s ⊕ Cn−r as Cn−s.
Let Iu denote the identity map on Cu, with u = s, r, n− r, n− s, r − s
Lemma 1.7. Suppose A = Is ∈ Sr, s < r < n, then CA = C(Sr)A.
Proof. homs(Cn−s,Cn−s) is embedded in homs(Cn,Cn) by the inclusion of
Cn−s in Cn and by extension over Cs by 0. With this identification the
fiber, CA, of C over A is P(Sr), Sr ⊂ homs(Cn−s,Cn−s). If B ∈ P(Sr), it
suffices to prove B ∈ C(Sr)A with rank of B = n − r. Now we can choose
an invertible S such that StBS = In−r. Now
0 = IrIn−r = IrStBS = IrSt(B).
Consider the line L in Sr parameterized by Is + t(SIr−sSt). Since (Is +
t(SIr−sSt))B = IsB + t(S(Ir−sSt)B) = 0, (Ir + t(SIn−rSt), B) is a line in
C passing through A at t = 0. Since, for t 6= 0 the points on L have rank r,
by the previous lemma, the line in C lies in C(Sr), hence B ∈ C(Sr). 
Theorem 1.8. C(Sr)A = {(A,B), A ∈ Sr, B ∈ PSn−r, AB = 0}.
Proof. By 1.5, C(Sr)A ⊂ {(A,B), A ∈ Sr, B ∈ PSn−r, AB = 0}. So, suppose
B ∈ PSn−r AB = 0. Using the group action of 1.6 we can move (A,B) to
(Is, B˜) in C, s the rank of A. Then there exists a curve by the previous
lemma which lies in C(Sr) passing through (Is, B˜). By the group action, we
can move (Is, B˜) back to (A,B) and the curve along with it. 
We would like to describe the fiber C(Sr)A in terms of linear spaces as-
sociated with A.
Given M ∈ homs(Cn,Cn), C(M) denotes the vectors in Cn∗ which annihi-
late the image of M , and K∗(M) the quotient of Cn∗ by those vectors which
annihilate the kernel of M . Note that every element of hom(K∗(M), C(M))
has a well defined extension to hom(Cn∗,Cn∗), by the inclusion of C(M) in
Cn∗), and the extension by 0 over those vectors which annihilate the kernel
of M , so we can view hom(K∗(M), C(M)) as a subspace of hom(Cn∗,Cn∗).
Denote this embedding by Φ. We define homs(K
∗(M), C(M)) to be
Φ−1(Φ(hom(K∗(M), C(M))) ∩ homs(Cn,Cn)).
Note that since M is symmetric, then v ∈ C(M) if and only if v∗ ∈
mathbbCn is in K(M). Let Xr(M) be elements of P(homs(K∗(M), C(M)))
of rank less than or equal to r.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose M ∈ Sr. Then C(Sr)M ≈ Xn−r(M). If K(M) ∩
M(Cn) = 0 then
(1) C(Sr)M ' PSn−r ⊂ Phoms(C(M), C(M)).
(2) C(Sr)M ' PSn−r ⊂ Phoms(K(M),K(M)).
(3) C(Sr)M ' PSn−r ⊂ Phoms(K∗(M),K∗(M)).
Proof. Suppose B ∈ homs(K∗(M), C(M)). Since Φ(B) is symmetric, the
element of homs(Cn,Cn) induced by duality has the same matrix as Φ(B),
so we can consider M(Φ(B)) and this is the zero element as the image of
Φ(B) lies in C(M). Since B ∈ Xn−r(M), the rank of Φ(B) ≤ n − r, so
Phi(B) ∈ C(Sr)M .
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Suppose B ∈ homs(Cn,Cn) and MB = 0. Then the row space and the
column space of B lie in C(M). Further,
ann(K(M) = imM∗ ⊂ K(B).
So, since B is 0 on ann(K(M)), B = Φ(B˜) for some B˜. Since Φ is an
embedding, this finishes the first part of the proof.
Now suppose K(M) ∩M(Cn) = 0. Suppose v ∈ K(M), v 6= 0. Consider
v∗ ∈ Cn∗. We claim v∗ /∈ ann(K(M)). If it were, then v∗ ∈ im(M∗) which
implies v ∈ im(M). This implies that the canonical map φ : K(M) →
K∗(M) is an embedding. Since these spaces have the same dimension and
φ is linear, φ is an isomorphism. Since C(M) ' K(M) by the symmetry of
M and duality the result follows. 
2. Multiplicity of the Polar Varieties of N(X )
In this section we describe the polar variety of a symmetric determinantal
variety and show a formula to calculate the multiplicity of a polar curve of
N in a deformation to a stabilization. To be more precise, we calculate the
multiplicity of the polar of N(X ) when X is the symmetric determinantal
variety given by X = F˜−1(Sn−1) or X = F˜−1(Sn−2), which is reduced to
an intersection number. At the end, for the case where X = F−1(Sn−2), as
in [3], we give an explicit way to calculate these intersection numbers as an
alternate sum of colength of ideals.
The polar variety of codimension l of Sr, denoted by Γl(Sr), at the origin,
is the germ given by intersecting C(Sr)∩ (Sr×Hh−1−d) with l hyperplanes,
then projecting to Sr. Altogether, we need to intersect C(Sr) with h−1−d+l
hyperplanes and then project to Sr as below
pi : C(Sr) ∩ (Sr ×Hh−1−d+l)
↓
Sr
Sometimes it is better to work with the dimension of the polar variety
instead of the codimension. In these cases, if we want the polar variety Γl(Sr)
of dimension l we are going to intersect C(Sr) with h − 1 − l hyperplanes
and then project to Sr. That means
Γl(Sr) = pi (C(Sr) ∩ (Sr ×Hh−1−l) .
Proposition 2.1. The polar variety Γl(Sr) of dimension l is empty for all
l ≤ r(r + 1)
2
− 1.
Proof. Let c denote the codimension of Sn−r in homs(Cn,Cn). By taking
M = 0 in the theorem 1.9 we have
C(Sr)0 = Xn−r(0) ' Xn−r.
Thus,
dimC(Sr)0 = dimXn−r = dimSn−r − 1 = (h− c)− 1 = (h− 1)− c.
Since C(Sr)0 ⊂ P(homs(Cn,Cn)), codimC(Sr)0 = c. Let us consider the
map
pi : C(Sr) ∩ (Sr ×Hj) −→ Sr.
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Using j hyperplanes we have the polar variety of dimension h− 1− j. Now,
the dimension of the fiber of pi over 0 is given as follows:
dimpi−1(0) = dim p−1(0)− j = dim (C(Sr)0)− j = (h− c)− j − 1.
If j ≥ h−c, then pi−1(0) = ∅, which means that the polar variety Γh−1−j(Sr)
is empty. Therefore, all the polar varieties of dimension less than equal to
(h−1)− (h− c) = c−1 = (n− (n− r))(n− (n− r) + 1)
2
−1 = r(r + 1)
2
−1
are empty. 
Our focus now is to calculate the multiplicity of the polar of N(X ), where
X = F˜−1(Sn−1). For that we need to describe the ProjanR(N(X)). The
description we give will apply equally to ProjanR(N(X )).
Consider the map
F : Cq −→ homs(Cn,Cn)
x 7−→ (fij(x))
whose entries are complex analytic functions with fij(x) = fji(x) and X has
expected codimension. In this case, X is a hypersurface of dimension q− 1.
As we have seen, the normal module N(X) is an ideal generated by n(n+1)2
polynomials, and, for each x ∈ X, its row space is generated by one vector
that we call vx. The projective analytic spectrum of the Rees Algebra is
given by,
ProjanR(N(X)) = {(x, l)|x ∈ Xreg and l ∈ P(〈vx〉)} ⊆ X × P
n(n+1)
2 .
If x is a smooth point of X, then F (x) has rank n − 1. By one of the
equations of ProjanR(N(X)) we have
F (x)(lij) = 0
which means that all the columns of (lij) (consequently all the rows) are in
kerF (x). Since rankF (x) = n − 1, the dimension of kerF (x) is equal to
1; therefore, each column of [Tij ] is a multiple of a fixed vector in kerF (x),
which implies that [Tij ] is a matrix of rank 1. Now, define the set XF ,
contained in X × Pn−1 × Pn−1, by
XF = {(x, l1, l2)|x ∈ Xreg and (l1, l2) ∈ ∆ (P(ker(F (x))× P(ker(F (x)))}.
where ∆ is the diagonal.
Proposition 2.2. XF ' ProjanR(N(X)) as sets.
Proof. Both sets are defined by the closures of points over the smooth set
of X. So, let us work on this set. Consider the Segre embedding
ϕ : Pn−1 × Pn−1 −→ Pn2−1
((S1, . . . , Sn), (T1, . . . , Tn)) 7−→
 S1T1 · · · S1Tn... . . . ...
SnT1 · · · SnTn

We need to prove that (ProjanR(N(X)))x ⊆ ϕ ((XF )x), where x is a
smooth point of X. For this, let l = (lij), with lij = lji, be a point in
(ProjanR(N(X)))x. By the properties of ProjanR(N(X)), for all i we have
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(li1, li2, . . . , lin) ∈ kerF (x). Since ϕ
(
Pn−1 × Pn−1) is the set of all matrices
in Pn2−1 whose rank is equal to one, l ∈ ϕ (Pn−1 × Pn−1) and, therefore,
there exists (s, t) ∈ Pn−1 × Pn−1 such that ϕ(s, t) = l.
Now, we need to show that (s, t) ∈ ∆ (P(ker(F (x))× P(ker(F (x))). The
Segre embedding gives usl11 l12 . . . l1n... ... . . . ...
l1n l2n . . . lnn
 =
s1t1 . . . s1tn... . . . ...
snt1 . . . sntn

⇓
si(t1, . . . , tn) = ti(s1, . . . .sn) = (li1, . . . , lin).
This implies that s = t in P(kerF (x)) and, therefore, l ∈ ϕ((XF )x).
As we have seen, dim kerF (x) = 1, and dimension of (ProjanR(N(X)))x
is one less than the rank of the Jacobian module of X, which is the expected
codimension of X. Thus, dim(XF )x = dim(ProjanR(N(X)))x = 0. Since
ϕ ((XF )x) is irreducible, (ProjanR(N(X)))x is closed and both sets have
the same dimension, (ProjanR(N(X)))x = ϕ ((XF )x). 
We will use this result to compute the degree over the base C of the polar
variety of dimension 1 of N(X ), that is degC Γq−1(N(X )), where X is the
total space of the deformation, and a generic fiber is smooth. Consider the
projection map
p1 : X × Pn−1 × Pn−1 −→ Pn−1
and let h1 be the pullback of a hyperplane class of Pn−1 via the projection
map, and h be a hyperplane class of the diagonal. Denote the fiber over
the origin in X of ProjanR(N(X )) by E, and consider q − 1 the dimension
of X. The degree of Γq−1(N(X )) over C is calculated as the next theorem
shows.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose X is a stabilization of X, with base C. The degree
of the polar curve Γq−1(N(X )) over C at the origin is
degC Γq−1(N(X )) = (2h1)q−1 · ϕ∗E.
Proof. By definition, the degree of Γq−1(N(X )) over C at the origin is the
degree of the projection to C at the origin of Γq−1(N(X )). The generic rank
of N(X ) is one, since it is an ideal, and ProjanR(N(X )) has dimension q,
with generic fiber dimension 0. The fiber of the exceptional divisor E has
dimension one less than ProjanR(N(X )), that is, q − 1. The polar curve
Γq−1(N(X )) is given by intersecting ProjanR(N(X )) with q − 1 generic
hyperplanes of P
n(n+1)
2 and projecting to X by p. The degree is calculated
as follows: the intersection ProjanR(N(X ))∩Hq−1 is a curve in its ambient
space, so the degree of the projection of ProjanR(N(X )) ∩Hq−1 over C is
well-defined. By conservation of number, the degree of the polar variety
Γq−1N(X ) is the same as the degree of E as a projective scheme embedded
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in P
n(n+1)
2 . Thus, degC Γq−1(N(X )) = |E∩hq−1|. Now, consider the diagram
XF ∩ ϕ−1(hq−1) //
**
ProjanR(N(X )) ∩ hq−1

C
By proposition 2.2, the map from XF ∩ϕ−1(hq−1) to ProjanR(N(X ))∩hq−1
is an isomorphism. Moreover, |E∩hq−1| has the same numbers of intersection
points as |ϕ−1(E) ∩ ϕ−1(hq−1)|. Thus,
|ϕ−1(E) ∩ ϕ−1(hq−1)| = ϕ∗(E) · ϕ∗(hq−1)
= ϕ∗(E) · (2h1)q−1.
Therefore,
degC Γq−1(N(X )) = (2h1)q−1 · ϕ∗E.

Now, we are interested in knowing what happens if X has codimension 3.
For this case, let XF be defined as follows:
XF = {(x, l1, l2)|x ∈ Xreg and (l1, l2) ∈ P(ker(F (x))} ⊆ X × Pn−1 × Pn−1.
Take (x, l) ∈ ProjanR(N(X)), where l = (lij), with lij = lij . Since
rankF (x) = n− 2, we have dim kerF (x) = 2, which means that the rank of
l has to be 1 or 2. For this case, we will not have an isomorphism as before.
However, we are still able to exhibit a specific map that will be useful to
calculate the degree of Γ(N(X )) over C, as we will show in the next results.
For that, consider the group action given by:
G : Gl(n)× homs(Cn,Cn) −→ homs(Cn,Cn)
(A,M) 7−→ AtMA
Lemma 2.4. Let G be the group action defined above, and consider the map
Φ : Σ1 −→ S2
A 7−→ A+At
Then, Φ is equivariant over the action of G, that is,
Φ(M ·A) = M · Φ(A)
for all M ∈ Gl(n) and A ∈ Σ1.
Proof. Let M be an element in Gl(n) and A ∈ Σ1. Thus,
Φ(M ·A) = Φ(M tAM)
= M tAM + (M tAM)t
= M tAM +M tAtM
= M t(AM +AtM)
= M t(A+At)M
= M tΦ(A)M
= M · Φ(A).

Corollary 2.5. Φ carries orbits of G in Σ1 to orbits in S2.
Proof. Follows directly from lemma 2.4. 
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Proposition 2.6. Φ is a 2− 1 covering map, whose critical set is S1, and
Φ : (Σ1\S1) −→ (S2\S1)
is a local diffeomorphism.
Proof. Let us start by showing that Φ is a 2 − 1 branched cover. First, it
is clear that Φ is at least 2− 1 cover since for all matrices A in Σ1 we have
Φ(A) = Φ(At). Now, suppose A ∈ S2 has rank 2; then there are only two
preimages for A. Indeed, by the group action, we can take A as the matrix
A =

0 1 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 0
 .
If B is a preimage of A, then B +Bt = A. Let us write B as follows:
B =
 b11 b12b21 b22 C
D B1
 .
The first thing we can say is that bii = 0 and bij + bji = 0, except for
b21 + b12 = 1. Therefore, B1 is a skew symmetric matrix of rank less than
equal to 1 whose diagonal elements are 0. However, the only skew symmetric
matrix of rank less than or equal to 1 is the zero matrix, so we claim that
B1 is the such matrix. Indeed, if some bij is not equal to 0, then bji 6= 0,
which means that there exists a 2× 2 minor with these elements on it that
has a non-zero determinant. But this is impossible since B has rank less
than 2. Thus, the preimage of A is contained in the setB ∈ Σ1 B =
 0 b12b21 0 C
D 0
 .
Now, let us analyze b12 and b21. By the equation B + B
t = A and the fact
that B has rank less than 2, we have{
b12b21 = 0
b12 + b21 = 1
.
This means we have only two options for the upper left corner of B,[
0 0
1 0
]
or
[
0 1
0 0
]
.
The last step of this part is to analyze C and D. If b21 = 1, then the second
column of D and the first row of C are zero; and by B+Bt = A, the second
column of D being 0 imples that the second row of C is also zero, and the
first row of C being 0 implies that the first column of D is zero. By the same
analogy, with b12 = 1, we also have C and D as zero matrices. Therefore,
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the only preimages of A are
0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 0
 or

0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 0
 .
Note that the above argument shows that Φ : (Σ1\S1) −→ (S2\S1) is sur-
jective and since all symmetric matrices of rank 1 have only one pre-image,
S1 is the singular set. Now, we need to show that p (Σ1\S1) is a local
diffeomorphism. For this, let B be the matrix of rank 1 given by
B =

0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 0
 .
By the group action, in order to prove the local diffeomorphism it is enough
to show that DBΦ has maximal rank. Since Φ is linear, we have
DBΦ : TBΣ1 −→ TΦ(B)S2
A 7−→ A+At
Now, let us calculate these tangent spaces. As we know, the tangent space
of a determinantal variety at a smooth point is equal to
TBΣ1 = {C ∈ hom(Cn,Cn) | C(kerB) ⊂ ImB}.
In this case, kerB is generated by the vectors
kerB = 〈(0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1)〉
and ImB = {(0, t, 0, . . . , 0) | t ∈ C}. Thus, the matrix C applied to the
kernel vectors gives us
C(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
position i
, 0, . . . , 0) =

c1i
c2i
...
cni

which means c1i = c3i = . . . = cni = 0 and c2i is any complex number, for
all i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore, if C is a matrix in TBΣ1, then
C =

c11 0 · · · 0
c21 c22 · · · c2n
c31 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
cn1 0 · · · 0
 .
For the tangent space of S2 at a smooth point we have that
TΦ(B)S2 = {D ∈ homs(Cn,Cn) | D(ker(Φ(B))) ⊂ Im(Φ(B))}
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where Φ(B) = A. In that case,
kerA = 〈(0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , (0, . . . , 0, 1)〉
ImA = {(s, t, 0, . . . , 0) | s, t ∈ C}.
Thus, the matrix D applied to the kernel vectors gives us
D(0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
position i
, 0, . . . , 0) =

d1i
d2i
...
dni
 .
which means d3i = d4i = . . . = dni = 0 and d1i, d2i are any complex number,
for all i = 3, . . . , n. Therefore, if D is a matrix in TAS2, then
D =

d11 d12 d13 · · · d1n
d12 d22 d23 · · · d2n
d13 d23 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
d1n d2n 0 · · · 0
 .
Finally, let us prove that DBΦ is surjective. If D is a symmetric matrix in
TAS2, take C as follows
C =

1
2d11 0 · · · 0
d12
1
2d22 · · · d2n
d13 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
d1n 0 · · · 0
 .
Thus,
DBΦ(C + C
t) = D.

Corollary 2.7. Φ : Σ1 −→ S2 is surjective.
Proof. By proposition 2.6, Φ : (Σ1\S1) −→ (S2\S1) is 2 − 1; and since
Φ : S1 −→ S1 maps A ∈ S1 to 2A ∈ S1, Φ is clearly surjective. 
Theorem 2.8. XF is a double cover of ProjanR(N(X)).
Proof. Before we prove the general case let us consider the case where F is
the identity map, denoted by Id, X = Id−1(Sn−2) = Sn−2 and
XId = {(h, l1, l2)| rankh = n− 2 and (l1, l2) ∈ P(kerh)}
ProjanR(N(X)) = C(Sn−2).
Then, we are going to show that the map Ψ : XId −→ C(Sn−2) is a 2 − 1
branched cover. From the group actions, it suffices to check that Ψ is a 2−1
branched cover on the fiber of XId for the representatives
hr =
(
Ir 0
0 0
)
for all r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n− 2}. The fiber of XId at each representative is equal
to Pn−r−1 × Pn−r−1, since kerHr = Cn−r. Now, for the fiber of C(Sn−2) at
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hr we are going to use the results from last section. If r 6= n − 2, then, by
theorem 1.9, the fiber of C(Sn−2) at hr is equal to X2(hr), which means
C(Sn−2)hr = P(S2) ⊂ P(homs(Cn−r,Cn−r)).
If r = n− 2, then C(Sn−2)hn−2 = P(S2) = P(homs(C2,C2)), since hn−2 is a
smooth point. Thus, for both cases we can consider the following map given
by
ϕ : Pn−r−1 × Pn−r−1 −→ P(homs(Cn−r,Cn−r))
((Si), (Tj)) 7−→
 2S1T1 · · · Sn−rT1 + Tn−rS1... . . . ...
S1Tn−r + T1Sn−r · · · 2Sn−rTn−r

This map ϕ is the composition of the maps Φ ◦ σ, where σ is the Segre
embedding. Indeed, Im(σ) = P(Σ1), which makes the composition well
defined, and ϕ(s, t) = σ(s, t) + σ(s, t)t = Φ(σ(s, t)) = P(S2). Hence, Ψ is
a 2 − 1 branched cover. The general case follows from the commutative
diagram where the vertical arrows are embeddings on fibers.
XF //

ProjanR(N(X))

XId
Ψ
// C(Sn−2)

As before, we use this theorem to compute the degree over the base C of
the polar variety of dimension 1 of N(X ), where X is the total space of the
deformation, and a generic fiber is smooth. Consider the map
X × Pn−1 × Pn−1
p1
ww
p2
''
Pn−1 Pn−1
and let h1 be the pullback of a hyperplane class of Pn−1 via the projection
map p1, h2 be the pullback of a hyperplane class of Pn−1 via the projection
map p2 and h be a hyperplane class on X × Pn−1 × Pn−1 defined as h1 +
h2. Denote the fiber over the origin in X of ProjanR(N(X )) by E, p the
projection to X , and let d be the dimension of X.
Theorem 2.9. Suppose X is a stabilization of X, with smooth base C. The
degree of the polar curve Γd(N(X )) over C at the origin is
degC Γd(N(X )) =
1
2
(h1 + h2)
d+2 · ϕ∗E.
Proof. The reasoning is similiar to the proof of theorem 2.3. In this case,
the normal module N(X ) has n(n+1)2 generators and generic rank 3, so
ProjanR(N(X )) has dimension d+3, with generic fiber of dimension 2. The
fiber E = p−1(0) has dimension at most one less than ProjanR(N(X )), that
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is, d+2. The polar curve Γd(N(X )) is given by intersecting ProjanR(N(X ))
with d+ 2 generic hyperplanes of P
n(n+1)
2 and projecting to X by p. Then,
degCΓd(N(X )) = [E] · [h]d+2.
Now, consider the diagram
XF ∩ ϕ−1(hd+2) //
**
ProjanR(N(X )) ∩ hd+2

C
By the theorem 2.8, the map from XF ∩ϕ−1(hd+2) to ProjanR(N(X ))∩hd+2
is 2 − 1, which means that if [E] · [h]d+2 has k points of intersection, then
[ϕ−1(E)] · [ϕ−1(hd+2)] has 2k points. Thus,
[ϕ−1(E)] · [ϕ−1(hd+2)] = ϕ∗(E) · ϕ∗(hd+2)
= ϕ∗(E) · (h1 + h2)d+2.
Therefore,
degC Γd(N(X )) =
1
2
(h1 + h2)
d+2 · ϕ∗E.

Define Γi,j(N(X )) to be the image of the projection of XF ∩ hi1 ∩ hj2 over
X . We call these mixed polars of type (i, j) of N(X ). By the same argument
as in the proof of theorem 2.9 the degree of the mixed polars is
degC Γi,j(N(X )) = hi1hj2 · ϕ ∗ E.
In order to simplify notation, let us write the degree of the mixed polars as
hi1h
j
2. The degree of Γd(N(X )) over C is
degC Γd(N(X )) =
1
2
d+2∑
i=0
(
d+ 2
i
)
hi1h
d+2−i
2 .
The reasoning follows by intersection theory and the last theorem.
3. Computing the Degrees of the Mixed Polars
The calculation of the degrees of the mixed polars defined in the last
section helps us to calculate the degree of the polar varieties Γd(N(X )). In
[3], Gaffney and Rangachev found an algorithm to compute these mixed
polars when X is a maximum rank determinantal singularity, by using the
colength of some specific ideals. We are not working with the maximal
minors here, but we can still use some of the ideas presented in the paper
to solve our problem. Our next step is to calculate the degree of the mixed
polar Γi,j(N(X )) for any possible dimension d of X and X a stabilization of
X.
The mixed polar Γi,j(N(X )), where i ≥ j and i+ j = d+ 2, is defined by
taking the hyperplane classes αi = [Sn = . . . = Sn−i+1 = 0] and βj = [T1 =
. . . = Tj = 0] and their pullbacks via the projections p1 and p2, which are:
hi1 = X × (a1 : . . . : an−i : 0 : . . . : 0)× Pn−1
hj2 = X × Pn−1 × (0 : . . . : 0 : bj+1 : . . . : bn).
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The mixed polar defined by projecting XF ∩ hi1hj2 onto X is equal to:
Γi,j(N(X )) =
{
x ∈ Xreg ∃ (a1, . . . , an−i, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ ker F˜
t(x)
(0, . . . , 0, bj+1, . . . , bn) ∈ ker F˜ (x)
}
.
Theorem 3.1. The degree of the mixed polar Γi,0(N(X )) is equal to 0.
Proof. By definition, the degree of Γi,0(N(X )) is the intersection number
hi1 · ϕ∗E. The dimension of P(ker F˜ (x)) is equal to 1, which means that
any generic fiber of XF is isomorphic to P1 × P1. Take a point (x, l1, l2) in
hi1 ∩ϕ∗E, because we do not have a h2 term, l2 can be any point in P1, that
is, the intersection in this case cannot be a curve. Therefore, the degree of
Γi,0(N(X )) must be 0. 
To calculate the degree of the defined mixed polar, we are going to con-
sider sets in homs(Cn,Cn), prove results about them and then pull them
back to X via F˜ . For this, consider the sets
A(i, j, n)l =
{
h ∈ homs(Cn,Cn) rank(pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h) ≤ n− i− lrank(pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j) ≤ n− j − 1
}
where pin−i : Cn −→ Cn−i is the projection on the first n − i factors, pl :
Ck −→ Ck−l is the projection on the last k−l factors and φn−j : Cn−j −→ Cn
is the canonical embedding of Cn−j into Cn on the last n− j factors.
The first inequality, called row condition, analyzes the behavior of the
submatrix of h, of size (n− i− l + 1)× n, that appears below:
The row condition holds if this submatrix has rank less than the maximal
rank. In order to have a well defined submatrix, that is, at least one row,
l must be less than or equal to n − i. Increasing l by 1 has the effect of
dropping one more row on the upper side of the matrix while the bottom side
remains the same, increasing the codimension by 1. The second inequality,
called column condition, analyzes the behavoir of the submatrix of h, of size
(n− l)× (n− j), that appears below:
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The column condition holds if the matrix has rank less than or equal to n−
j−1. If l = j+1, then the column conditions holds for all h ∈ homs(Cn,Cn)
since the resulting submatrix has exactly n−j−1 rows. For l ∈ {j+2, . . . , n},
what happens is that A(i, j, n)l ⊂ A(i, j, n)j+1 because the row condition for
A(i, j, n)l always implies the row condition for A(i, j, n)l−1 and the column
conditions for A(i, j, n)j+2, . . . , A(i, j, n)n hold for all h ∈ homs(Cn,Cn). For
this reason, we want l to be less than or equal to j+1. Increasing l by 1 has
the effect of dropping one more row on the upper side of the matrix while
the bottom side remains the same, decreasing codimension by 1. Note that
the number of considered columns is the same as we change l. For now on
we will always assume j ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and l ≤ min{j + 1, n− i}.
Lemma 3.2. The row and column conditions for A(i, j, n)l define determi-
nantal varieties.
Proof. Let us start with the row condition. Since the row condition defines
a variety by taking the vanishing of some minors of a matrix, the only
thing needed to prove is that it has the right codimension. For this, we
are going to use the same ideas A. Conca used in the section 2.3 of [15].
Let Sn−i−l(i, j, n)l,R be the variety defined by the row condition and h be a
matrix in it. Following Conca’s notation, we have M = 0 and N = 0. Since
rows R1, . . . Rl−1 can vary freely, we can move the block S to obtain the
format presented in Conca’s paper. Then, we can take Z as the rectangular
(n− i− l)× n submatrix:
Then, S is the square symmetric matrix marked as red (left block) and P is
the submatrix marked as blue (right block). By Conca’s results Rn−i−l(Z)
is Cohen-Macaulay and also determinantal. Now, consider the projection
map
τ : homs(Cn,Cn) −→ homs,(n−i−l)(Cn,Cn−i−l)
h 7−→ pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h
where homs,(n−i−l)(Cn,Cn−i−l) is the set of (n − i − l) × n matrices whose
left upper (n− i− l)×(n− i− l) submatrix is symmetric. Since the preimage
of Rn−i−l(Z) is equal to Sn−i−l(i, j, n)l,R, we are done.
For the column condition, let Sn−j−1(i, j, n)l,R be the variety defined by
the row condition and h be a matrix in it. Then, Z is the rectangular
(n− l)× (n− j) submatrix:
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Following Conca’s notation, we have P = 0, N = 0, S is the square symmet-
ric matrix marked as red (bottom block) and M is the submatrix marked as
blue (upper block). By Conca’s results Rn−j−1(Z) is Cohen-Macaulay and
also determinantal. Now, consider the map
τ : homs(Cn,Cn) −→ homs,(n−j−1)(Cn−j ,Cn−l)
h 7−→ pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j
where homs,(n−j−1)(Cn−j ,Cn−l) is the set of (n− l)× (n− j) matrices whose
bottom right (n− j)× (n− j) submatrix is symmetric. Since the preimage
of Rn−j−1(Z) is equal to Sn−j−1(i, j, n)l,C , we are done. 
Proposition 3.3. A(i, j, n)l is a determinantal variety, for all l.
Proof. Let Sn−i−ll,R be the set satisfying the row condition for A(i, j, n)l and
Sn−j−1l,C the set satisfying the column condition. Considering the column
condition for A(i, j, n)l and Conca’s notation, let homs,(n−j)(n− j, n− l) be
the set of (n− j)× (n− l) matrices whose last (n− j)× (n− j) submatrix
is symmetric. The proof will be by induction. Let us first consider the set
A(i, j, n)j+1. For this set, the column condition holds for all h, so this set is
equal to its row condition, which is determinantal by the last lemma. Now,
suppose that A(i, j, n)l+1 is determinantal and consider C a component of
A(i, j, n)l which is not a component of A(i, j, n)l+1. Take h a generic element
of C such that h does not satisfies the row condition for A(i, j, n)l+1, ie.,
rank(Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i) = n− i− l, which also means that rows Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i
are linearly independent and Rl depends on them. Take a small neighbor-
hood of h, say U , that does not contain any elements of A(i, j, n)l+1. The
map given by
F : U −→ homs,(n−j−1)(Cn−j ,Cn−l)
as,t 7−→ {as,t | s ≥ l + 1, t ≥ j + 1}
is a submersion. Indeed, the linear independence of rows Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i and
the free variation of the last i rows means that there is no relation on the
coordinates of the target besides the symmetry ones. By abuse of notation
let us consider that Sn−j−1l,C is inside of homs,(n−j−1)(C
n−j ,Cn−l). Since F is
a submersion, the codimension of F−1(Sn−j−1l,C ) in S
n−i−l
l,R is the same as the
codimension of Sn−j−1l,C in homs,(n−j−1)(C
n−j ,Cn−l). Therefore, A(i, j, n)l is
determinantal. 
Before we state the next proposition, let us define Γi,j(Sn−2) as the set
given by taking F as the identity map in the definition of the mixed polars,
that is,
Γi,j(Sn−2) =
{
h ∈ Sn−2\Sn−3 ∃ (a1, . . . , an−i, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ ker(h)(0, . . . , 0, bj+1, . . . , bn) ∈ ker(ht)
}
.
The pullback of this set by F is equal to Γi,j(N(X )). For now we are
going to use it to prove some results and, at the end, pull them back to
finally calculate the degree of our mixed polar.
Proposition 3.4. Γi,j(Sn−2) ⊂ A(i, j, n)1.
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Proof. Let h be in Γi,j(Sn−2). Assume that our hyperplanes are chosen so
that there are vectors v = (v1, . . . , vn−1, 0, . . . , 0), u = (0, . . . , 0, uj+1, . . . , un)
with coordinates in C such that v · h = 0 and h · u = 0. The first equality
says that the rows R1, . . . , Rn−i are linearly dependent, which means that,
rank(R1, . . . , Rn−i) ≤ n− i− 1. The second equality says that Cj+1, . . . , Cn
are linearly dependent, that is, rank(Cj+1, . . . , Cn) ≤ n− j − 1. Therefore,
h ∈ A(i, j, n)1. 
Since i + j + 1 = d + 2 + 1 = q, these sets have the right codimension,
meaning that their pullbacks will be curves on Cq × C and, therefore, we
can calculate their degrees. The idea here is to construct a chain of sets
starting with Γi,j(Sn−2), whose set of components is denoted by C(i, j, n)0,
and ending with a set which is determinantal. The degree of the mixed polar
we want will be given by an alternating sum of the degrees of this sets, but
in order to do that we need to understand how the chain ends. For this, we
are going to analyze two cases: n− i ≤ j and j < n− i. Let us start proving
the results we need for the case where n− i ≤ j.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose n− i ≤ j. Then, A(i, j, n)n−i ⊂ A(i, j, n)n−i−1.
Proof. Let h be a matrix in A(i, j, n)n−i. The row condition for A(i, j, n)n−i
implies that the rowRn−i is zero, which means thatRn−i, Rn−i−1 are linearly
dependent. Hence h satisfies the row condition for A(i, j, n)n−i−1. On the
other hand, the column condition for A(i, j, n)n−i says that the matrix given
by the last n− j columns and last i rows of h has less than maximal rank.
Since Rn−i is zero, the matrix given by the last n − j columns and last
i + 1 rows of h has also less than maximal rank, meaning that h is in
A(i, j, n)n−i−1. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose n − i ≤ j and C ∈ C(i, j, n)l is a component of
A(i, j, n)l. If h ∈ C is a generic point, then rank(pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j) = n− j − 1
and rank(pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h) = n− i− l.
Proof. Before we start the proof, recall that the points in A(i, j, n)l are
defined by rank(pl−1 ◦pin−i ◦h) and rank(pl ◦h◦φn−j) both having less than
maximal rank. Now, let h be a generic point of C.
(1) rank(pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j) = n− j − 1.
Pick a column Cp between columns Cj+1 . . . Cn that is linearly
dependent on the others and drop it. This gives us a submatrix of
size (n−l)×(n−j−1). We would like to consider square submatrices,
so let us drop rows Rl+1 . . . Rj+1. By varying the entries, as small
as desired, of the remaining square matrix we can have, as result, a
matrix of rank exactly n − j − 1. After making such perturbation,
we change the entries of Cp using its relation with the remaining
columns and the variations on them; so then we will still have Cp
linearly dependent on Cj+1, . . . , Cp−1, Cp+1, . . . , Cn. Since n− i ≤ j,
the row condition for A(i, j, n)l will not be affected. Therefore, the
perturbation h˜ of h lies in A(i, j, n)l and rank(pl◦h˜◦φn−j) = n−j−1.
Since h is a generic point, it satisfies this generic property.
(2) rank(pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h) = n− i− l.
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A similar argument will be made in here. Pick a row Rp between
rows Rl, . . . , Rn−i that is linearly dependent on the others and drop
it. This gives us a submatrix of size (n− i− l)×n. We would like to
consider square submatrices, so let us drop columns C1 . . . , Cl. By
varying the entries, as small as desired, of the remaining square ma-
trix we can have, as result, a matrix of rank exactly n− i− l. After
making such perturbation, we change the entries of Rp using its rela-
tion with the remaining rows and the variations on them; so then we
will still have Rp linearly dependent on Rl, . . . , Rp−1, Rp+1, . . . , Rn−i.
Since n − i ≤ j, the column condition for A(i, j, n)l will not be af-
fected. Therefore, the perturbation h˜ of h lies in A(i, j, n)l and
rank(pl−1 ◦pin−i ◦ h˜) = n− i− l. Since h is a generic point, it satisfies
this generic property.

The next result is important for both cases. We will state it here and
then use it again in the j < n− i case.
Proposition 3.7. If 1 ≤ l < min{j + 1, n− i}, then
C(i, j, n)l ⊂ C(i, j, n)l−1 ∪ C(i, j, n)l+1.
Proof. Let h be an element in A(i, j, n)l. To say that h satisfies both row and
column conditions is the same as saying that pl−1 ◦pin−i ◦h and pl ◦h ◦φn−j
are not submersions, and we are going to use this in our proof. Take C an
element of C(i, j, n)l, that is, C is one of the components of A(i, j, n)l. Let
h be a generic point of C. For the row condition, h has a submatrix of size
(n−i−l+1)×n whose rank is equal to n−i−l. Consider the map pl◦pin−i◦h :
Cn −→ Cn−i−l used to define the row condition for A(i, j, n)l+1. Our proof
is divided into two situations: pl ◦pin−i ◦h being a submersion or not. First,
if the map is a submersion, then rank(pl◦pin−i◦h) = n−i−l, meaning that h
is not in A(i, j, n)l+1 and, therefore, C /∈ C(i, j, n)l+1. Now, we need to show
that h satisfies the row and column condition for A(i, j, n)l−1. The map pl ◦
pin−i ◦h being a submersion means that the rows Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i are linearly
independent. Since, by the row condition of A(i, j, n)l, Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i are
linearly dependent, we have that Rl is dependent on Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i. This
means that h satisfies the row condition for A(i, j, n)l−1. On the other hand,
Rl being dependent on Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i means that rank(pl−1 ◦ h ◦ φn−j) =
rank(pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j) ≤ n − j − 1.Therefore, h ∈ A(i, j, n)l−1 and there is
a Z-open subset of C contained in some component of A(i, j, n)l−1, which
means that C ∈ C(i, j, n)l−1.
Now, if pl ◦pin−i ◦h is not a submersion, then rows Rl+1, . . . , Rn−i are lin-
early dependent, meaning that h satisfies the row condition for A(i, j, n)l+1.
The column condition for A(i, j, n)l automatically implies the column condi-
tion for A(i, j, n)l+1 since rank(pl+1◦h◦φn−j) = rank(pl◦h◦φn−j) ≤ n−j−1.
Therefore, h ∈ A(i, j, n)l+1 and there is a Z-open subset of C contained in
some component of A(i, j, n)l+1, which means that C ∈ C(i, j, n)l+1. 
Proposition 3.8. Suppose n− i ≤ j and 2 ≤ l ≤ n− i. Then,
C(i, j, n)l ∩ C(i, j, n)l−2 = ∅.
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Proof. The idea here is to take an element h of some element C of C(i, j, n)l,
then we vary the entries of h continuously so we stay in A(i, j, n)l and
the variation h˜ will not be in A(i, j, n)l−2. We can also assume that h
is not in any other component of A(i, j, n)l. Let h be a generic point of
C. Then, as seen before, rank(pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j) = n − j − 1 and let Cp be
the column between Cj+1, . . . , Cn which is linearly dependent on the oth-
ers. Let A be the square matrix given by the last n − j − 1 rows and
columns Cj+1 . . . , Cp−1, Cp+1, . . . , Cn of maximal rank, that is, its deter-
minant is not zero. Now, consider the vector v given by the cofactors{
c(j+1)(j+1), . . . , c(j+1)p, . . . , c(j+1)n
}
of row Rj+1. This means that v 6= 0
since c(j+1)p = detA 6= 0. Take, v the complex conjugate of v and vary row
Rl−1 by tv. This variation does not affect the row and column conditions for
A(i, j, n)l, meaning that the resulting matrix h˜ is in A(i, j, n)l but it will not
satisfy the column condition for A(i, j, n)l−2. Indeed, Rl−1 is the first row
considered in the column condition for A(i, j, n)l−2. The variation Rl−1 +tv,
for t 6= 0, gives us the following result when we consider all the rows starting
at column Cj+1:
det

Rl−1 + tv
Rj+2
...
Rn
 = det

Rl−1
Rj+2
...
Rn
+ t||v||2 6= 0.
Hence, the submatrix of pl−2 ◦h◦φn−j consisting of rows Rl−1, Rj+2, . . . , Rn
for slight variations has maximal rank, and, therefore, the column condition
of A(i, j, n)l−2 fails. Thus, C /∈ C(i, j, n)l−2. 
In order to understand how the last results help us to calculate the de-
gree of the mixed polar, let us look first at the sets A(i, j, n)1, A(i, j, n)2
and A(i, j, n)3. Suppose C21, . . . , C2k are the components of A(i, j, n)2. By
the proposition 3.7, some of these components are components of A(i, j, n)1
and the others are components of A(i, j, n)3. The proposition 3.8 says
that A(i, j, n)1 and A(i, j, n)3 have no components in common, therefore
we can suppose that C21, . . . , C2p are the components of A(i, j, n)2 con-
tained in A(i, j, n)1 and that C2(p+1), . . . , C2k are the components contained
in A(i, j, n)3. In an alternating sum of degrees, all components of A(i, j, n)2
would be canceled. Continuing this argument, we will have all the compo-
nents being canceled, except for some components of A(i, j, n)1 and some
components of A(i, j, n)n−i. The proposition 3.5 takes care of the com-
ponents of A(i, j, n)n−i, since A(i, j, n)n−i is contained in A(i, j, n)n−i−1.
Therefore, the only components left are those in A(i, j, n)1, which are all
the components of Γi,j(Sn−2) by the proposition 3.4 and the proposition 3.8
for l = 2.
Now, let us pull back these sets in order to obtain the degree of our
mixed polars. The A(i, j, n)l are determinantal varieties, we can take hy-
perplanes generic enough so that Al(F˜ ) = F˜
−1(A(i, j, n)l) has the expected
codimension i + j + 1 = q, which means we have curves on Cq × C. Since
determinantal varieties are Cohen Macaulay, the degrees of all Al(F˜ ) are
calculated by taking the colength of the ideal given by the maximal minors.
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Therefore,
degC(Γi,j(N(X ))) =
n−i∑
l=1
(−1)l+1 degCAl(F˜ ).
The degrees of the sets Al(F˜ ) are based on the rows and columns of the
map F˜ . However, we do not have our hands on such map, we only know
the rows and columns of F and, therefore, we would like to use them to find
the degree of the polar variety Γi,j(N(X )). For this, consider the projection
Al(F˜ ) = Al −→ C. The degree of t is the colength of (t) in ØAl since (Al, 0)
is a Cohen-Macaulay variety. In this case we have
dimC
ØAl,0
(t)
= dimC
ØCq×C,(0,0)
(t, IAl)
= dimC
Øq
IAl
.
Therefore, for n− i ≤ j, the degree over C of the mixed polars of N(X ) is
degC(Γi,j(N(X ))) =
n−i∑
l=1
(−1)l+1 colength IAl .
Now, let us procede to the results necessary to analyze the case where
j < n− i. It is important to keep in mind that we will need to use some of
the results previously stated.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose j < n− i. Then, A(i, j, n)j+1 ⊂ A(i, j, n)l.
Proof. First of all, let us remember that l ≤ min{n − i, j + 1}. Since, by
hypothesis, j < n−i⇒ j+1 ≤ n−i, we have l ≤ j+1. In that case, let h be
a matrix in A(i, j, n)j+1. By the row condition, the rows Rj+1, . . . , Rn−i are
linearly dependent, that is, rank(Rj+1, . . . , Rn−i) ≤ n− i− j−1. By adding
the rows Rl, . . . , Rj , the rank will increase at most j−l+1, which means that
for all l < j + 1 rank(Rj+1, . . . , Rn−i) ≤ n− i− l making h satisfy the row
condition for all A(i, j, n)l, l < j + 1. Now, the fact that Rj+1, . . . , Rn−i are
linearly dependent implies that the columns Cj+1, . . . , Cn−i are also linearly
dependent, which means that h◦Φn−j has less than maximal rank, satisfying
the column condition for all A(i, j, n)l, l < j + 1. Therefore, h ∈ A(i, j, n)l
for all l < j + 1. 
Proposition 3.10. Suppose j < n− i and 3 ≤ l ≤ j + 1. Then,
C(i, j, n)l ∩ C(i, j, n)l−2 = C(i, j, n)j+1.
Proof. The idea is to take an element h of some component C of A(i, j, n)l
that it is not in any component of A(i, j, n)j+1, then we vary entries of
h continuosly so we stay in A(i, j, n)l and the variation h˜ will not be in
A(i, j, n)l−2. Unfortunately, we cannot proceed as we did in the previous
case because unlike the previous case, where there was no relation between
column and row condition, here we may have a problem with a overlap-
ing block caused by the fact that j < n − i. Let h be a generic point of
C ∈ C(i, j, n, )l, where C is not in C(i, j, n)j+1. Since pj ◦ pin−i ◦ h has max-
imal rank, let us freely deform h by choosing a basis for the row space of
pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h by supplementing the rows of pj ◦ pin−i ◦ h, which are linearly
independent, with as many additional rows as necessary. Then, in our de-
formation of rows Rj+1, . . . , Rn−i we leave fixed the other rows in the basis,
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deforming the remaining rows using the relation relating each remaining row
to the rows in the basis. What we are doing here is similar to the method
of deformation seen in lemma 3.6. This technique ensures that the rank of
rows Rl, . . . , Rn−i stay constant in small deformations, preserving the row
condition for A(i, j, n)l and making the deformations stay inside C.
The next step is to show that we can deform the lower right (n−j)×(n−j)
block so that it has rank n − j − 1, and pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j has rank n − j − 1
as well. Let H be the kernel of the map defined by using the rows among
Rl+1, . . . , Rj of h ◦ φn−j which are part of the basis elements for the image
of pl−1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h. Since n − j > j − l, H is non-trivial. We can suppose
that rank(pj ◦ h ◦ φn−j) < n− j − 1. Then the kernel of pj ◦ h ◦ φn−j must
intersect H non-trivially. Let l be a line in this intersection. We can make
small enough deformations of pj ◦ h ◦ φn−j so that its kernel is exactly l.
This includes a deformation of pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j which has kernel rank 1, and
still satisfies the row condition. Since this deformation h˜ is small, h˜ is still
in C and pl ◦ h ◦ φn−j has rank n− j − 1.
Now we can deform row Rl−1 of h ◦ φn−j without affecting the row con-
dition for A(i, j, n)l so that the matrix of pl−2 ◦ h˜ ◦φn−j has rank n− j and,
therefore, cannot be in A(i, j, n)l−2.

In order to state the final formula for the degree of the mixed polars when
j < n− i, it is important to prove that C(i, j, n)0 ∩C(i, j, n)2 = ∅. For this,
let h be a generic element of a component C of A(i, j, n)2. This means that
rank(p1 ◦ pin−i ◦ h) = n− i− 2 and rank(p2 ◦ hΦn−j) = n− j − 1. Without
loss of generality we can consider h as follows:
h =

1 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 0 1 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

since the rank of the following (n− i− 1)× n submatrix is:
rank

0 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 1 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1 0 . . . 0
 = n− i− 2
and the rank of the following (n− 2)× (n− j) submatrix is:
rank

1 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 . . . 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0
 = n− j − 1.
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The path h+ t(δ1n + δn1) satisfies the row condition for A(i, j, n)2 because
this condition does not include the first and last rows, and also satisfies the
column condition for A(i, j, n)2 because this condition does not include the
first and last column either. However, the determinant of the (n−1)×(n−1)
submatrix formed by dropping the second column and second row is easily
seen as non-zero for t 6= 0. So, the generic point of the path does not lie in
Sn−2, although it is in A(i, j, n)2. Therefore, the component C of A(i, j, n)2
is not contained in any component of Γi,j(Sn−2).
Finally, proceeding as in the previous case we still have an alternating sum
of degrees, and some of the terms will be canceled because of proposition
3.7. However, in this case the intersection is not always empty, so we need
to be careful about it. Inside of each C(i, j, n)l, l 6= 0 we have a copy of
C(i, j, n)j+1. If j is odd, then all the copies will cancel each other and, again,
we just need to worry about the remaining components of A(i, j, n)1. But
since A(i, j, n)2 has no components in common with A(i, j, n)0, the only
components left in the alternating sum are the components of the mixed
polar in question, wich means that,
degC(Γi,j(N(X ))) =
j+1∑
l=1
(−1)l+1 colength IAl .
Now, if j is even, then we need to take an extra term degCAj+1(F˜ ) into
consideration. Therefore,
degC(Γi,j(N(X ))) =
(
j+1∑
l=1
(−1)l+1 colength IAl
)
− colength IAj+1 .
Example 3.11. Consider the map
F : C5 −→ homs(C4,C4)
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) 7−→

x1 x2 x3 x4
x2 x3 x4 x5
x3 x4 x5 x1
x4 x5 x1 2x2

and the symmetric determinantal variety X = F−1(S2) of dimension 2 with
smoothing X . First, let us calculate Γ3,1(N(X )). The set A(3, 1, n)1 is given
by
A1(F˜ ) =
x ∈ C
5 × C
rank
(
x1 x2 x3 x4
) ≤ 0
rank
x3 x4 x5x4 x5 x1
x5 x1 2x2
 ≤ 2
 .
The degree of A1(F˜ ) is the colength of
IA1 = (x1, x2, x3, x4, 2x2x3x5 − x3x21 + 2x1x4x5 − 2x2x24 − x35)
which can be easily calculated by hand as colength IA1 = 3. As in the curve
case, A2(F˜ ) is empty. In fact, A1(F˜ ) is equal to Γ3,1(N(X )). Now, let us
calculate Γ2,2(N(X )). The set A1(F˜ ) here is given by
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A1(F˜ ) =

x ∈ C5 × C
rank
(
x1 x2 x3 x4
x2 x3 x4 x5
)
≤ 1
rank
x4 x5x5 x1
x1 2x2
 ≤ 2

.
The degree of A1(F˜ ) is the colength of
IA1 =
 x1x3 − x22, x1x4 − x2x3, x1x5 − x2x4x2x4 − x23, x2x5 − x3x4, x3x5 − x24
x4x1 − x25, 2x4x2 − x5x1, 2x5x2 − x21
 .
According to Singular, colength IA1 = 12.
The set A2(F˜ ) is equal to
A2(F˜ ) =
x ∈ C5 × C
rank
(
x2 x3 x4 x5
) ≤ 0
rank
(
x5 x1
x1 2x2
)
≤ 2
 .
The degree of A2(F˜ ) is the colength of
IA2 = (x2, x3, x4, x5, 2x5x2 − x21)
which can be easily calculated by hand as colength IA2 = 2. Thus,
degC Γ2,2(N(X )) = 12− 2 = 10.
Therefore,
degC Γ2(N(X )) = 4 degC Γ3,1(N(X )) + 3 degC Γ2,2(N(X ))
= 4 · 3 + 3 · 10
= 42.
For more examples see [1].
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